NEW 1652 Built-In Combination Lock

The Lock You Know...
REINVENTED!

Makes Your Day Easier!

The Master Lock® 1652 Series Built-In Combination Locks offer a reliable security option for single point latch lockers. Featuring an extra-long bolt throw, its spring bolt action assures users the locker door will lock automatically when the door is shut.

The redesigned 1652 Series now features a button-less combination change process that allows you to switch to the next combination without having to open the locker door! Sporting an all new sleek dial design, this lock saves on overall maintenance time and prevents accidental combination change by overstuffed lockers.

The Master Lock 1652 Series built-in combination lock for single point latch lockers brings any facility both great security and time saving convenience.

www.masterlock.com/1652
NEW 1652 Built-In Combination Lock

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

• Designed for standard single point horizontal latch lockers with hinges on the right
• Secure, easy to dial 3-digit combination
• Reliable security with extra-long bolt that fully engages locking plate
• Sleek octagonal plastic dial for easy grip
• Longer useful life with 5 different pre-set combinations; easily changed to maintain security
• Spring bolt action for convenient, automatic locking

COMBINATION CHANGE

Eliminate the hassle of opening every locker door to change the combination:

1. Insert override key and turn ¼ turn to the left
2. Rotate the dial to the right 2 tick marks
3. Rotate the key to the right a ¼ turn back to original position
4. Rotate the dial to the right until you hear a click – you have reached the next combination & can now remove the key!

Visit www.masterlock.com/1652 to download official combination change instructions

Product Options

• Metal dial* available – order #1652MD, 1653MD
• Customize with optional color metal dials* – Red, blue, green, purple or black
• Model 1653 is available for left-hinged doors
• ADA Models available – 1651MKADA, 1656MKADA

Additional Benefits:

• Reduces overall maintenance time
• Prevents accidental combination changes

DIMENSIONS

*Metal and color dials feature the non-slip grip dial